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Learn to make magnificent paper mache dragons and dragon trophies. This book shows the
step-by-step process for making beautiful dragons out of paper mache. Fully illustrated with over
250 full-color images. The author, Dan Reeder, is a master paper mache artist with over 40
years of experience. If you've been looking for a wonderfully creative outlet, this is it!

You won't find Internet service or televisions at Wallowa Lake Lodge, nor are there telephones in
the rooms. But according to Bend resident Christine Barnes, author of the new coffee-table book
"Great Lodges of the National Parks, Volume Two," those minuses are pluses for those who take
the trouble to get away to Oregon's far northeast corner.The three-story lodge and its attendant
cabins are one of 10 entries in Barnes' latest book, a lavishly illustrated volume that profiles 10
lodges in the western third of the nation, including -- in addition to Oregon's entry -- two each in
Alaska, Washington and Wyoming and one each in Hawaii, California and Colorado.Published
by Graphic Arts Books in Portland, "Great Lodges" is a companion piece to a continuing
television series on the Public Broadcasting System. In her author's note, Barnes describes the
book as "an eclectic collection of buildings that reflect America's social changes. From
neoclassical resorts to Spanish villas to contemporary concrete and glass lodges, each lodge is
more than shelter; they are solid, functioning examples of American history."Wallowa Lake
Lodge opened in 1923 with an addition three years later. Barnes describes the lodge as
"charming in a no-nonsense, Eastern Oregon kind of way."In other words, angular, wooden and
functional.But beautiful, too, tucked back from the south shore of Wallowa Lake, its dark brown
wood-sided walls set against steep mountain faces covered in Ponderosa pine and red fir, and a
deep-green lawn stretching out in front.Fortunately, the section on Wallowa Lake Lodge doesn't
gloss over the fact that its eventual popularity with relatively wealthy tourists came at the
expense of longtime residents of the area, the Nez Perce tribe. The Nez Perce camped along
the banks of the lake in the summers until 1877, when the U.S. government forced them from
their lands.The name "Wallowa" comes from the Nez Perce word for its fish traps, which the tribe
used to catch migrating salmon. By the early 1900s, when the area entered the tourist lexicon,
"Folks tried other names: Spalding Lake, Arabella, Silver Lake and Joseph Lake, but the Native
American name, Wallowa, finally stuck," Barnes writes.The privately owned lodge fell on tough
times following the Great Depression, and in 1945 a recently divorced schoolteacher who loved
the area, Irene Wiggins, used her divorce settlement as a down payment on the 250-acre
property and its dilapidated buildings.Wiggins and her three sons ran the place for 43 years,
making most of the improvements to the property themselves and selling off parts of it through
the years, before selling the lodge and eight surrounding acres in 1988.The ownership has
changed again since then, with significant financial and structural improvements made during



those years.The Wallowa Lake Lodge bears some resemblance to the Lake Crescent Lodge
and even the much-larger Lake Quinault Lodge, both in Washington state and from the same
era. But it's vastly different in appearance, feel and history as Barnes' book describes from
others such as the adobe Furnace Creek Inn in California's Death Valley, the contemporary
glassed-in Jackson Lake Lodge in Wyoming or the rustic log cabins at Alaska's Camp
Denali."Great Lodges of the National Parks, Volume Two" can be found in bookstores or online. --
By Randi Bjornstad, Associated PressFrom the Back CoverThe official companion book to the
popular PBS television series, Great Lodges, and the second volume in Christine Barnes's
popular series, Great Lodges of the National Parks, Volume Two, will leave a lasting impression
on any reader. Blending stunning nature, unique buildings, and fascinating stories, Great Lodges
will transport you to another place through beautiful photography and writing. From the Grand
Lake Hotel in Yellowstone National Park, to the classic Lake Quinault Lodge in Olympic National
Park, to the visionary Volcano House in Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park, this stunningly
illustrated and meticulously researched volume offers new insights into these historic landmarks.
The selected lodges represent an eclectic collection of architecture that reflects America's social
changes: from neo-classical grand resorts and Spanish revival villas to traditional lake lodges
and log cabins in the mountains. Stunning photography by Fred Pflughoft and David Morris
compliment Barnes s research and writing, while historical black-and-white photographs give
readers a new appreciation for the historical landmarks and vistas that compliment our national
parks.About the AuthorChristine Barnes is an author, journalist and architectural historian. A
former newspaper editor, her passion for historic mountain architecture began with a magazine
article she penned on the reopening of Oregon's Crater Lake Lodge in 1996. She has authored
seven nonfiction books on historic lodges and two books on Oregon.In addition, Christine writes
magazine and newspaper articles on historic lodges, the national parks, and a variety of travel
adventures. She is a member of the Northwest Chapter of the Society of Architectural Historians.
A Colorado native, she is a graduate of Northwestern University. Christine lives with her
husband, Jerry, in Bend, Oregon. They have two children and four grandchildren. The job
Christine Barnes has created for herself involves traveling around the United States to national
parks and visiting their historic lodges.She writes books about the structures, and her series on
"Great Lodges" has grown into a brand. Three of her lodge books earned televised life as PBS
programs.But her occupation isn't all glamorous. She's a rigorous researcher, and her practice of
ferreting out primary sources in lodge archives often keeps her indoors within the great
outdoors."I say it's just not fair," she laughed. "I'm in the basement in the archives."Her sacrifice
is the traveling public's gain. Barnes recently released "Great Lodges of the National Parks,
Volume Two," her latest book, and one that brought her back to Colorado, where she grew
up.The Stanley Hotel, an iconic Estes Park structure that is a lodge in function if not in style, is
on the cover.The colonial revival Stanley is an exception to the rustic "parkitecture" that
populates the "Great Lodges" series."It is so defined with Rocky Mountain National Park, and it's
the gateway to Rocky Mountain National Park," Barnes said.Other lodges highlighted in her



latest book include Lake Yellowstone Hotel at Yellowstone National Park, Furnace Creek Inn at
Death Valley National Park, Lake Quinault Lodge at Olympic National Forest, Jackson Lake
Lodge at Grand Tetons National Park, Glacier Bay Lodge at Glacier Bay National Park and
Preserve, and Camp Denali at Denali National Park and Preserve.Besides being informative, the
book contains handsome photographs by Fred Pflughoft and David Morris.Barnes was raised in
Denver and Longmont. When she attended Longmont High School, she was a student
correspondent for the Times-Call.She stayed in journalism into adulthood and was an editor at
several newspapers, including the San Francisco Examiner. Today Barnes lives with her
husband in Bend, Ore.An article she wrote in 1996 about the reopening of Crater Lake Lodge in
Oregon sparked her interest in lodges.Asked if she has a favorite lodge, Barnes didn't hesitate to
say, "The last one I was at."Read more
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© 2014 Dan Reeder All rights reserved. That means that you can’t legally reproduce any part of
this book without my permission. Yes, when I say “you,” that means you. I know that you are used
to getting free stuff on the web, but most of that is probably illegal too. But hey, just ask me if you
want to use parts of the book. I’ll probably say yes, especially if you are planning to write a five
star review of my work. While I’m on this topic, I just want to say that I’ve worked very hard on my
books and my videos. And I think I’ve been very good over the years about offering my methods
to all interested parties. That’s why it’s a bummer when some guy re-posts one of my videos with
his name on it (it’s always a guy). And it does bother me a little when someone offers a tutorial
using my techniques when they are, well, my techniques. It’s probably not illegal, but it’s not right.
And I know it’s tempting to tell that reporter admiring your dragon that you are “self-taught”
instead of saying, “I learned how to do this from Dan Reeder.” or “I use a variation of Dan
Reeder’s techniques.” Don’t get me wrong. I don’t mind at all when people take credit for making
a great dragon. They deserve it! But they shouldn’t take credit for the methods taken directly
from my books and videos. I have to say, most people have been very gracious in this regard. I
know people who have won awards for their dragons. I know some who have sold their dragons.
So far as I know, none of them have ever had an award revoked or a commission returned
because “cloth mache” was invented by someone else (Dan Reeder). A cool dragon is a cool
dragon. Anyway...all rights reserved.ContentsWhat You Will NeedThe list of all materials and
tools you will needI. Body PartsCrumple and tape the body, head, arms and legsII. Paper
MacheAdd newspaper strips with cheap white flour and water pasteIII. Little AppendagesMake
fingers, toes, and tongueIV. Jaws, Claws, Teeth and HornsMold all polymer clay parts and
make jawsV. Cloth Mache- Part 1Add cloth and glue to jaws and fingersVI. AssemblyBegin
putting the beast togetherVII. Cloth Mache - Part 2add “skin” to the wings, feet, and bodyVIII.
Final AssemblyPut glorious details on the headIX. PaintingAdd colorX. TrophiesIf you wants to
get a head in lifeFrom the AuthorThe final blah blah blahIntroductionI love dragons. I’m in good
company. Dragons appear in the lore of virtually every culture and region of the world. There is
something wonderful about big, flying, reptilian beasts that toast and eat their prey on the spot.
With the advent of the TV series “Game of Thrones” and the movie “How to Train Your Dragon
6” (it’s coming), interest in dragons in the United States couldn’t be higher. It’s probably good
that they don’t really exist. We’d all have them as pets. They would be selling live goats at Petco
as dragon food. I’d be the first on my block to own one. But alas (sniff), they don’t exist. Still, that
hasn’t stopped me from filling my house with dragons. In fact, I consider myself incredibly
fortunate. I know how to make them. After watching Daenerys Targaryen emerge from the
bonfire with little dragons clinging to her, I thought, “I want a little Drogon!” And I made him. How
great is that?I’m going to show you how I make my dragons in this book. I’ve added a section
about dragon trophies for those of you who just want a nice dragon head above the mantel. But
first, a little about “paper mache.” The French coined the phrase, “papier mâché,” which literally



meant chewed or mashed paper. They squished the stuff into “French Art.” This version of paper
mache persists today. There are artists who use a mashed paper recipe, usually made with toilet
paper (or newspaper), mixed with glue. There are several commercial products that are
essentially pulverized paper. Add water and sculpt. These “paper clay” methods are tauted as
easier, “less messy” versions of traditional paper mache. I’ve used them all and found them to be
unwieldy (you are sculpting with putty) and very unforgiving when dry. And they just don’t allow
for the kind of detail you want in a dragon. Oh...and they are messy.Don’t get me wrong. I’m not
against messy art. Art should be messy! The way I do paper mache certainly is. Gloriously so. I
use a variation of what has been described as “traditional” paper mache even though there is
nothing French or mashed about it (which is why I finally gave up using the French spelling and
symbols). It involves covering something with newspaper strips using flour and water paste. No
one really knows how this began, but if you are of a certain age (that is, if you are old) you
probably made a piggy by covering a balloon with paper mache (and adding toilet paper tube
legs). It was fun, but a very low level art project. Some artists apply this kind of paper mache over
a substructure of wood and chicken wire. That is, they sculpt with chicken wire and then add a
few layers of paper mache. In contrast, I sculpt with pieces of paper mache balls that I put
together with masking tape. I then add a “skin” of cloth dipped in white glue. This adds
considerable strength and allows for details that you just can’t get with paper alone (or paper
clay). It’s perfect for dragon wings, as you will discover. I invented this process and dubbed it
“cloth mache” in my first book, The Simple Screamer: A Guide to the Art of Papier and Cloth
Mâché (1984, Gibbs Smith Publisher).Now you know a little about the “paper mache” we will be
doing. Before we start I want to offer a few pieces of advice.First, you will have more fun if you
approach this task loosely. Let your dragon evolve in a natural way. Don’t worry if the pieces you
make don’t look exactly like mine. Use this book as a guide, but don’t let it keep you from
innovating as you go. Stray from the instructions. Unlike other art forms, this one is very forgiving.
If you don’t like the way something looks, you can always change it. For example, add an extra
pair of arms if you want. I’m going to show you how to make a Wyvern, a particular type of
dragon that has legs and a pair of arms that serve as wings (like the dragons shown in this
introduction). Add extra arms to make a dragon like the one on the back cover of the book. Make
your dragon bigger or smaller. Add extra horns, or not. I can’t show you every permutation of the
elements that constitute a dragon. So I trust that you will extend the ideas in this book to create a
dragon that is uniquely your own. Of course it’s okay if you follow the steps exactly. The point is,
be bold, be brave. Put yourself into your dragon.Second, watch some of my time-lapse videos
and read some of my blog posts. Use them to augment these instructions. Even if you’ve already
done these things, do them again after reading this book. The videos will appear to slow down.
You will see things that you didn’t see before. Some of the steps in the book will be clearer after
seeing them in motion. Certainly, if you get stuck, contact me. I’m always happy to help (see
“From the Author” in the back of the book).Finally, expect a little frustration, particularly if this is
your first paper mache project. I’ve been making dragons for a very long time. Yet I still find parts



of the process to be very challenging. Some of the steps are easy to understand, but that
doesn’t mean that they are easy to do. I always have trouble draping the wings with cloth. I have
to work at it. Speaking of which, I also have to say that this project involves a significant amount
of time and effort. There are times when I just don’t want to add any more scales. But trust me,
every bit of time and effort will be worth it in the end. At the point where you want to throw your
dragon in the basement to finish later, DON” T Finish it now. Stick with it. Persevere. The rewards
will be great. You will LOVE your dragon. You will think that it is better than mine.Of course your
family will think you are crazy in the beginning. Then they will want your dragon when you are
done. You will be torn. You love them, and your dragon. It’s gonna be tough. Just sayin’.To my
helpers - Eddy who is always underfoot; Max who is always on the newspaper; and very old
Riley who used to help, but now doesn’t know how she ended up in the bathtub.What You Will
NeedMaterials• 8 inch stack of newspaper• 1 roll wide masking tape (1½ inch)• 1 roll thin
masking tape (1 inch)• 7 wire clothes hangers*• Cheap white flour• Polymer clay**• 1 old bed
sheet (the older the better)• 2 quarts of white glue• All purpose paint***• Something round for the
eyes****Tools• Serrated knife (like a steak knife)• Scissors• Wire cutters• Bowls for paste and
glue• Baking sheet• Hot glue gun• 1 wide paint brush (1 inch or more)• 1 thin brush• A little
“helper” named Max or Eddie* You can get these from friends and family, dry cleaners, thrift
stores, and online. But any heavy gauge wire will work.** All hobby supply stores carry polymer
clay. Brands include Fimo and Super Sculpy. “Cold Porcelain” also works well. It is a home-made
product, basically corn starch and white glue. Recipes abound online.*** Any paint will work
although I try to avoid oil-based paints. Just go to your local hardware store and look for “all
purpose” paints. You can usually buy small sample sized amounts of paint for a few bucks. While
the small tubes of bright acrylic paints are expensive, you can use those to augment cheaper
paints.**** I like glass eyes. Search “glass eyes taxidermy” online. You will find many companies
that sell eyes. However, anything spherical will work. Clear marbles work wonderfully. Porcelain
drawer pulls are great. You can make excellent eyes by rolling polymer clay into balls. You really
don’t need to buy specialty eyes.I. Body PartsWe will start by making the basic body parts: a
body, head, legs and arms (in this case, wings), along with a neck and tail. We will crumple
paper first, then add the paper mache. My cats love to read the newspaper. I caught Max looking
at Rihanna. I’m sure it was the leopard skin top.You will need:• 6 wire clothes hangers• A roll of
masking tape• A small stack of paper1Unfold your newspaper. Crumple sheets of paper ONE
sheet at a time....2...one over the other...3...until the wad of paper is “body sized.” How big is
that? Eight to ten sheets for this dragon. Of course this can vary. Generally speaking when the
wad of paper starts to become a bit unwieldy, then it is about the right size. I’ll say this many
times. Don’t worry too much about whether your ball looks exactly like the one in the photo.
Everything will work out fine. Note that my wad of paper is more oblong than spherical. It looks
kind of like a big football. I got this shape by pushing down on the center a little more than on the
edges.4Crumple another smaller wad of paper for the head. I make it a little pointed on one end
by compressing and twisting the paper. I’m not sure what to call this shape. I use this shape



often as you will see. I used three sheets of paper for this head. I always crumple a few extra
balls at this point to use for sculpting later. You should too.© 2014 Dan Reeder All rights
reserved. That means that you can’t legally reproduce any part of this book without my
permission. Yes, when I say “you,” that means you. I know that you are used to getting free stuff
on the web, but most of that is probably illegal too. But hey, just ask me if you want to use parts
of the book. I’ll probably say yes, especially if you are planning to write a five star review of my
work. While I’m on this topic, I just want to say that I’ve worked very hard on my books and my
videos. And I think I’ve been very good over the years about offering my methods to all
interested parties. That’s why it’s a bummer when some guy re-posts one of my videos with his
name on it (it’s always a guy). And it does bother me a little when someone offers a tutorial using
my techniques when they are, well, my techniques. It’s probably not illegal, but it’s not right. And I
know it’s tempting to tell that reporter admiring your dragon that you are “self-taught” instead of
saying, “I learned how to do this from Dan Reeder.” or “I use a variation of Dan Reeder’s
techniques.” Don’t get me wrong. I don’t mind at all when people take credit for making a great
dragon. They deserve it! But they shouldn’t take credit for the methods taken directly from my
books and videos. I have to say, most people have been very gracious in this regard. I know
people who have won awards for their dragons. I know some who have sold their dragons. So far
as I know, none of them have ever had an award revoked or a commission returned because
“cloth mache” was invented by someone else (Dan Reeder). A cool dragon is a cool dragon.
Anyway...all rights reserved.© 2014 Dan Reeder All rights reserved. That means that you can’t
legally reproduce any part of this book without my permission. Yes, when I say “you,” that means
you. I know that you are used to getting free stuff on the web, but most of that is probably illegal
too. But hey, just ask me if you want to use parts of the book. I’ll probably say yes, especially if
you are planning to write a five star review of my work. While I’m on this topic, I just want to say
that I’ve worked very hard on my books and my videos. And I think I’ve been very good over the
years about offering my methods to all interested parties. That’s why it’s a bummer when some
guy re-posts one of my videos with his name on it (it’s always a guy). And it does bother me a
little when someone offers a tutorial using my techniques when they are, well, my techniques. It’s
probably not illegal, but it’s not right. And I know it’s tempting to tell that reporter admiring your
dragon that you are “self-taught” instead of saying, “I learned how to do this from Dan Reeder.” or
“I use a variation of Dan Reeder’s techniques.” Don’t get me wrong. I don’t mind at all when
people take credit for making a great dragon. They deserve it! But they shouldn’t take credit for
the methods taken directly from my books and videos. I have to say, most people have been very
gracious in this regard. I know people who have won awards for their dragons. I know some who
have sold their dragons. So far as I know, none of them have ever had an award revoked or a
commission returned because “cloth mache” was invented by someone else (Dan Reeder). A
cool dragon is a cool dragon. Anyway...all rights reserved.ContentsWhat You Will NeedThe list
of all materials and tools you will needI. Body PartsCrumple and tape the body, head, arms
and legsII. Paper MacheAdd newspaper strips with cheap white flour and water pasteIII. Little



AppendagesMake fingers, toes, and tongueIV. Jaws, Claws, Teeth and HornsMold all polymer
clay parts and make jawsV. Cloth Mache- Part 1Add cloth and glue to jaws and fingersVI.
AssemblyBegin putting the beast togetherVII. Cloth Mache - Part 2add “skin” to the wings, feet,
and bodyVIII. Final AssemblyPut glorious details on the headIX. PaintingAdd colorX.
TrophiesIf you wants to get a head in lifeFrom the AuthorThe final blah blah blahContentsWhat
You Will NeedThe list of all materials and tools you will needI. Body PartsCrumple and tape
the body, head, arms and legsII. Paper MacheAdd newspaper strips with cheap white flour and
water pasteIII. Little AppendagesMake fingers, toes, and tongueIV. Jaws, Claws, Teeth and
HornsMold all polymer clay parts and make jawsV. Cloth Mache- Part 1Add cloth and glue to
jaws and fingersVI. AssemblyBegin putting the beast togetherVII. Cloth Mache - Part 2add
“skin” to the wings, feet, and bodyVIII. Final AssemblyPut glorious details on the headIX.
PaintingAdd colorX. TrophiesIf you wants to get a head in lifeFrom the AuthorThe final blah
blah blahIntroductionI love dragons. I’m in good company. Dragons appear in the lore of virtually
every culture and region of the world. There is something wonderful about big, flying, reptilian
beasts that toast and eat their prey on the spot. With the advent of the TV series “Game of
Thrones” and the movie “How to Train Your Dragon 6” (it’s coming), interest in dragons in the
United States couldn’t be higher. It’s probably good that they don’t really exist. We’d all have
them as pets. They would be selling live goats at Petco as dragon food. I’d be the first on my
block to own one. But alas (sniff), they don’t exist. Still, that hasn’t stopped me from filling my
house with dragons. In fact, I consider myself incredibly fortunate. I know how to make them.
After watching Daenerys Targaryen emerge from the bonfire with little dragons clinging to her, I
thought, “I want a little Drogon!” And I made him. How great is that?I’m going to show you how I
make my dragons in this book. I’ve added a section about dragon trophies for those of you who
just want a nice dragon head above the mantel. But first, a little about “paper mache.” The
French coined the phrase, “papier mâché,” which literally meant chewed or mashed paper. They
squished the stuff into “French Art.” This version of paper mache persists today. There are artists
who use a mashed paper recipe, usually made with toilet paper (or newspaper), mixed with glue.
There are several commercial products that are essentially pulverized paper. Add water and
sculpt. These “paper clay” methods are tauted as easier, “less messy” versions of traditional
paper mache. I’ve used them all and found them to be unwieldy (you are sculpting with putty)
and very unforgiving when dry. And they just don’t allow for the kind of detail you want in a
dragon. Oh...and they are messy.Don’t get me wrong. I’m not against messy art. Art should be
messy! The way I do paper mache certainly is. Gloriously so. I use a variation of what has been
described as “traditional” paper mache even though there is nothing French or mashed about it
(which is why I finally gave up using the French spelling and symbols). It involves covering
something with newspaper strips using flour and water paste. No one really knows how this
began, but if you are of a certain age (that is, if you are old) you probably made a piggy by
covering a balloon with paper mache (and adding toilet paper tube legs). It was fun, but a very
low level art project. Some artists apply this kind of paper mache over a substructure of wood



and chicken wire. That is, they sculpt with chicken wire and then add a few layers of paper
mache. In contrast, I sculpt with pieces of paper mache balls that I put together with masking
tape. I then add a “skin” of cloth dipped in white glue. This adds considerable strength and
allows for details that you just can’t get with paper alone (or paper clay). It’s perfect for dragon
wings, as you will discover. I invented this process and dubbed it “cloth mache” in my first book,
The Simple Screamer: A Guide to the Art of Papier and Cloth Mâché (1984, Gibbs Smith
Publisher).Now you know a little about the “paper mache” we will be doing. Before we start I
want to offer a few pieces of advice.First, you will have more fun if you approach this task loosely.
Let your dragon evolve in a natural way. Don’t worry if the pieces you make don’t look exactly like
mine. Use this book as a guide, but don’t let it keep you from innovating as you go. Stray from the
instructions. Unlike other art forms, this one is very forgiving. If you don’t like the way something
looks, you can always change it. For example, add an extra pair of arms if you want. I’m going to
show you how to make a Wyvern, a particular type of dragon that has legs and a pair of arms
that serve as wings (like the dragons shown in this introduction). Add extra arms to make a
dragon like the one on the back cover of the book. Make your dragon bigger or smaller. Add
extra horns, or not. I can’t show you every permutation of the elements that constitute a dragon.
So I trust that you will extend the ideas in this book to create a dragon that is uniquely your own.
Of course it’s okay if you follow the steps exactly. The point is, be bold, be brave. Put yourself into
your dragon.Second, watch some of my time-lapse videos and read some of my blog posts. Use
them to augment these instructions. Even if you’ve already done these things, do them again
after reading this book. The videos will appear to slow down. You will see things that you didn’t
see before. Some of the steps in the book will be clearer after seeing them in motion. Certainly, if
you get stuck, contact me. I’m always happy to help (see “From the Author” in the back of the
book).Finally, expect a little frustration, particularly if this is your first paper mache project. I’ve
been making dragons for a very long time. Yet I still find parts of the process to be very
challenging. Some of the steps are easy to understand, but that doesn’t mean that they are easy
to do. I always have trouble draping the wings with cloth. I have to work at it. Speaking of which, I
also have to say that this project involves a significant amount of time and effort. There are times
when I just don’t want to add any more scales. But trust me, every bit of time and effort will be
worth it in the end. At the point where you want to throw your dragon in the basement to finish
later, DON” T Finish it now. Stick with it. Persevere. The rewards will be great. You will LOVE your
dragon. You will think that it is better than mine.Of course your family will think you are crazy in
the beginning. Then they will want your dragon when you are done. You will be torn. You love
them, and your dragon. It’s gonna be tough. Just sayin’.IntroductionI love dragons. I’m in good
company. Dragons appear in the lore of virtually every culture and region of the world. There is
something wonderful about big, flying, reptilian beasts that toast and eat their prey on the spot.
With the advent of the TV series “Game of Thrones” and the movie “How to Train Your Dragon
6” (it’s coming), interest in dragons in the United States couldn’t be higher. It’s probably good
that they don’t really exist. We’d all have them as pets. They would be selling live goats at Petco



as dragon food. I’d be the first on my block to own one. But alas (sniff), they don’t exist. Still, that
hasn’t stopped me from filling my house with dragons. In fact, I consider myself incredibly
fortunate. I know how to make them. After watching Daenerys Targaryen emerge from the
bonfire with little dragons clinging to her, I thought, “I want a little Drogon!” And I made him. How
great is that?I’m going to show you how I make my dragons in this book. I’ve added a section
about dragon trophies for those of you who just want a nice dragon head above the mantel. But
first, a little about “paper mache.” The French coined the phrase, “papier mâché,” which literally
meant chewed or mashed paper. They squished the stuff into “French Art.” This version of paper
mache persists today. There are artists who use a mashed paper recipe, usually made with toilet
paper (or newspaper), mixed with glue. There are several commercial products that are
essentially pulverized paper. Add water and sculpt. These “paper clay” methods are tauted as
easier, “less messy” versions of traditional paper mache. I’ve used them all and found them to be
unwieldy (you are sculpting with putty) and very unforgiving when dry. And they just don’t allow
for the kind of detail you want in a dragon. Oh...and they are messy.Don’t get me wrong. I’m not
against messy art. Art should be messy! The way I do paper mache certainly is. Gloriously so. I
use a variation of what has been described as “traditional” paper mache even though there is
nothing French or mashed about it (which is why I finally gave up using the French spelling and
symbols). It involves covering something with newspaper strips using flour and water paste. No
one really knows how this began, but if you are of a certain age (that is, if you are old) you
probably made a piggy by covering a balloon with paper mache (and adding toilet paper tube
legs). It was fun, but a very low level art project. Some artists apply this kind of paper mache over
a substructure of wood and chicken wire. That is, they sculpt with chicken wire and then add a
few layers of paper mache. In contrast, I sculpt with pieces of paper mache balls that I put
together with masking tape. I then add a “skin” of cloth dipped in white glue. This adds
considerable strength and allows for details that you just can’t get with paper alone (or paper
clay). It’s perfect for dragon wings, as you will discover. I invented this process and dubbed it
“cloth mache” in my first book, The Simple Screamer: A Guide to the Art of Papier and Cloth
Mâché (1984, Gibbs Smith Publisher).Now you know a little about the “paper mache” we will be
doing. Before we start I want to offer a few pieces of advice.First, you will have more fun if you
approach this task loosely. Let your dragon evolve in a natural way. Don’t worry if the pieces you
make don’t look exactly like mine. Use this book as a guide, but don’t let it keep you from
innovating as you go. Stray from the instructions. Unlike other art forms, this one is very forgiving.
If you don’t like the way something looks, you can always change it. For example, add an extra
pair of arms if you want. I’m going to show you how to make a Wyvern, a particular type of
dragon that has legs and a pair of arms that serve as wings (like the dragons shown in this
introduction). Add extra arms to make a dragon like the one on the back cover of the book. Make
your dragon bigger or smaller. Add extra horns, or not. I can’t show you every permutation of the
elements that constitute a dragon. So I trust that you will extend the ideas in this book to create a
dragon that is uniquely your own. Of course it’s okay if you follow the steps exactly. The point is,



be bold, be brave. Put yourself into your dragon.Second, watch some of my time-lapse videos
and read some of my blog posts. Use them to augment these instructions. Even if you’ve already
done these things, do them again after reading this book. The videos will appear to slow down.
You will see things that you didn’t see before. Some of the steps in the book will be clearer after
seeing them in motion. Certainly, if you get stuck, contact me. I’m always happy to help (see
“From the Author” in the back of the book).Finally, expect a little frustration, particularly if this is
your first paper mache project. I’ve been making dragons for a very long time. Yet I still find parts
of the process to be very challenging. Some of the steps are easy to understand, but that
doesn’t mean that they are easy to do. I always have trouble draping the wings with cloth. I have
to work at it. Speaking of which, I also have to say that this project involves a significant amount
of time and effort. There are times when I just don’t want to add any more scales. But trust me,
every bit of time and effort will be worth it in the end. At the point where you want to throw your
dragon in the basement to finish later, DON” T Finish it now. Stick with it. Persevere. The rewards
will be great. You will LOVE your dragon. You will think that it is better than mine.Of course your
family will think you are crazy in the beginning. Then they will want your dragon when you are
done. You will be torn. You love them, and your dragon. It’s gonna be tough. Just sayin’.To my
helpers - Eddy who is always underfoot; Max who is always on the newspaper; and very old
Riley who used to help, but now doesn’t know how she ended up in the bathtub.To my helpers -
Eddy who is always underfoot; Max who is always on the newspaper; and very old Riley who
used to help, but now doesn’t know how she ended up in the bathtub.What You Will
NeedMaterials• 8 inch stack of newspaper• 1 roll wide masking tape (1½ inch)• 1 roll thin
masking tape (1 inch)• 7 wire clothes hangers*• Cheap white flour• Polymer clay**• 1 old bed
sheet (the older the better)• 2 quarts of white glue• All purpose paint***• Something round for the
eyes****Tools• Serrated knife (like a steak knife)• Scissors• Wire cutters• Bowls for paste and
glue• Baking sheet• Hot glue gun• 1 wide paint brush (1 inch or more)• 1 thin brush• A little
“helper” named Max or Eddie* You can get these from friends and family, dry cleaners, thrift
stores, and online. But any heavy gauge wire will work.** All hobby supply stores carry polymer
clay. Brands include Fimo and Super Sculpy. “Cold Porcelain” also works well. It is a home-made
product, basically corn starch and white glue. Recipes abound online.*** Any paint will work
although I try to avoid oil-based paints. Just go to your local hardware store and look for “all
purpose” paints. You can usually buy small sample sized amounts of paint for a few bucks. While
the small tubes of bright acrylic paints are expensive, you can use those to augment cheaper
paints.**** I like glass eyes. Search “glass eyes taxidermy” online. You will find many companies
that sell eyes. However, anything spherical will work. Clear marbles work wonderfully. Porcelain
drawer pulls are great. You can make excellent eyes by rolling polymer clay into balls. You really
don’t need to buy specialty eyes.What You Will NeedMaterials• 8 inch stack of newspaper• 1 roll
wide masking tape (1½ inch)• 1 roll thin masking tape (1 inch)• 7 wire clothes hangers*• Cheap
white flour• Polymer clay**• 1 old bed sheet (the older the better)• 2 quarts of white glue• All
purpose paint***• Something round for the eyes****Tools• Serrated knife (like a steak knife)•



Scissors• Wire cutters• Bowls for paste and glue• Baking sheet• Hot glue gun• 1 wide paint
brush (1 inch or more)• 1 thin brush• A little “helper” named Max or Eddie* You can get these
from friends and family, dry cleaners, thrift stores, and online. But any heavy gauge wire will
work.** All hobby supply stores carry polymer clay. Brands include Fimo and Super Sculpy. “Cold
Porcelain” also works well. It is a home-made product, basically corn starch and white glue.
Recipes abound online.*** Any paint will work although I try to avoid oil-based paints. Just go to
your local hardware store and look for “all purpose” paints. You can usually buy small sample
sized amounts of paint for a few bucks. While the small tubes of bright acrylic paints are
expensive, you can use those to augment cheaper paints.**** I like glass eyes. Search “glass
eyes taxidermy” online. You will find many companies that sell eyes. However, anything spherical
will work. Clear marbles work wonderfully. Porcelain drawer pulls are great. You can make
excellent eyes by rolling polymer clay into balls. You really don’t need to buy specialty eyes.I.
Body PartsWe will start by making the basic body parts: a body, head, legs and arms (in this
case, wings), along with a neck and tail. We will crumple paper first, then add the paper mache.
My cats love to read the newspaper. I caught Max looking at Rihanna. I’m sure it was the leopard
skin top.You will need:• 6 wire clothes hangers• A roll of masking tape• A small stack of
paper1Unfold your newspaper. Crumple sheets of paper ONE sheet at a time....2...one over the
other...3...until the wad of paper is “body sized.” How big is that? Eight to ten sheets for this
dragon. Of course this can vary. Generally speaking when the wad of paper starts to become a
bit unwieldy, then it is about the right size. I’ll say this many times. Don’t worry too much about
whether your ball looks exactly like the one in the photo. Everything will work out fine. Note that
my wad of paper is more oblong than spherical. It looks kind of like a big football. I got this shape
by pushing down on the center a little more than on the edges.4Crumple another smaller wad of
paper for the head. I make it a little pointed on one end by compressing and twisting the paper.
I’m not sure what to call this shape. I use this shape often as you will see. I used three sheets of
paper for this head. I always crumple a few extra balls at this point to use for sculpting later. You
should too.I. Body PartsWe will start by making the basic body parts: a body, head, legs and
arms (in this case, wings), along with a neck and tail. We will crumple paper first, then add the
paper mache. My cats love to read the newspaper. I caught Max looking at Rihanna. I’m sure it
was the leopard skin top.You will need:• 6 wire clothes hangers• A roll of masking tape• A small
stack of paperYou will need:• 6 wire clothes hangers• A roll of masking tape• A small stack of
paper1Unfold your newspaper. Crumple sheets of paper ONE sheet at a time....2...one over the
other...3...until the wad of paper is “body sized.” How big is that? Eight to ten sheets for this
dragon. Of course this can vary. Generally speaking when the wad of paper starts to become a
bit unwieldy, then it is about the right size. I’ll say this many times. Don’t worry too much about
whether your ball looks exactly like the one in the photo. Everything will work out fine. Note that
my wad of paper is more oblong than spherical. It looks kind of like a big football. I got this shape
by pushing down on the center a little more than on the edges.4Crumple another smaller wad of
paper for the head. I make it a little pointed on one end by compressing and twisting the paper.



I’m not sure what to call this shape. I use this shape often as you will see. I used three sheets of
paper for this head. I always crumple a few extra balls at this point to use for sculpting later. You
should too.
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J. R, “Excellent level of detail. THIS is what a how-to book should be! The author provides
excellent detail, hitting points most books gloss over and expect you to figure out magically on
your own. He balances it really well with images, so the book is super readable and easy to
follow.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Neat book but not very long. This is a neat book on how to make papier-
mâché dragons. Enjoyed”

Willow Eaton, “Another great book from the artist. I was so excited to learn Dan Reeder had
written another book. I own all of Dan's books, and use them frequently for reference during my
own creative process.Have you ever purchased an art book that you hoped would give you
instructions on how create the way the artist does, only to find the book is just ego-stroking for
the artist and of very little use to you? Well, that won't happen with this book, or any of Dan
Reeder's books, for that matter. Dan is a very generous artist. He has a strong online presence,
and shares his techniques, tips, and clever sense of humor freely.This book shows you step-by-
step, from start to finish, how to create two magnificent dragon art pieces: the cover dragon and
a dragon head trophy. Dan's instructions are clear and concise. He's elaborated on many points
from the book's previous version. He encourages you along the way to create your own piece of
art, and to not worry about it looking like his. He also keeps you entertained by tucking away little
hidden gems of humor (how DID Riley get in the bathtub?). He tells you where you may become
frustrated--such as with the application of a gazillion scales--but, encourages you to stick with it
because the end result will be so worth it.This book, like Dan's other books, is a gem. An
indispensable addition to your artistic library. It is as visually appealing as it is informative. Buy
the book, make a dragon, hang it in your house, impress yourself, your friends, and family with
your talent. And, don't forget to tell them Dan showed you how.”

Gina, “you MUST get this book if you love dragons and doing art and also cats. Do you love
dragons? Get this book. Do you love paper mache? Get this book. Do you like cats? Get this
book. (Seriously, they get their own dedication page.) Even if you don't like any of those things,
you should get this book because it's just entertaining to read. Follow these step by step
instructions with clear and helpful photographs, and you will create a fantastic bouncing baby
dragon of your own. Or an adult dragon, or any kind of dragon you want. I received this book a
little over two months ago, and I have already finished one dragon and started the next. I'm
hooked.  Dan Reeder is indeed the Monster Man, and this is his dragon bible.”

Olivia Robinson, “Intresting Read. Ok, Im not mad, at all but more surprised Ive had this book for
over 4yrs, and i have never noticed that the copy i have, appears to have 2 different books in, at
the beginning its by someone showing pictures of "sunsets over Santa Cruz mountains', and its



so funny because after that than Dan Reeder instructions start at step 74, So im missing half of
the book,Lol so i don't know what happen with this copy, but imma still give 5 starts for the
instructions i do have.”

Anna P, “I cannot wait to actually make a dragon. I love this book. I have always admired Dan's
dragons and was super excited to see he made a book. You can find all the information that is in
the book on his youtube channel as well but it is nice to have it in print to refer to. The only thing I
wish was included in the book is how and what he uses to add the lights to the dragons.”

Leslie, “The artist of this book is An amazing artistamazing. The author of this books in amazing
artist I'm not sure about the book just yet by and getting to it I knows that we can all still take a
Few good tips away from this book regardless of how you feel about it”

motorcat22, “Awesome Book!. I had done a few paper mache projects prior to getting this book.
This book taught me so much that it takes your projects to another level. An added bonus is that
the techniques can be applied to projects other than dragons.”

Mrs. S. Brown, “Fabulous method. Dan gives step by wonderful step in a wonderfully witty way.
He also cautions on what not to do so you don't make mistakes. This is a fabulous book with
illustrations that make it suitable for all ages.”

Faeryfae, “All you need to make fabulous art!. Dan is an absolute master of the craft of paper and
cloth mache, and in this book he shares his craft in a way that anyone can use to create their
own masterpieces. A must have for anyone contemplating starting with paper mache, or for
those with experience looking for tips and inspiration. The techniques can be used for all kinds
of things too, not just dragons!”

Mrs T., “Brilliant. Really good information”

Ebook Library Reader, “Mache on another level. Descriptive, lots of pictures, things you don't
see on utube . Simple ingredients.  Gathering my things now so I can get started .”

The book by Eric Enders has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 306 people have provided feedback.
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